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by Raymond-Robert Tremblay, of c gep of Old Montr al There are two forms of doubt: common doubt and philosophical doubt. Common doubts stem from what we all know very well for having practiced it: common doubts are an expression of a sense of uncertainty about clothes or the people. We will say I doubt it when we are not sure
that we will pass a degree or when we think someone can lie to us. We will say I doubt him to mean that we do not trust anyone. Finally, we will say I suspect that means we are sorry that an ID is true. Common doubt is close because it occurs spontaneously, without being specifically intended. Philosophical doubt Philosophical doubt is
very different. Philosophical doubts are actually a matter of willingness to question something. We will essentially distinguish three meanings into philosophical doubts: extreme skeptical doubt (or Pyrrhic doubt), courage r skeptical doubt (or humian doubt) and mhodic doubt (or doubt cart). The sceptical doubt of the former Pyrrhon (365-
275) is a Greek philosopher who advocates the full repeal of the judgment on all issues (also known as poch). The latter actually shows that for every question that arises, two opposing views are always possible. In his view, however, it is impossible to choose one of the two paths, because for each of them there are good reasons to
believe and doubt it. In order to achieve some form of spiritual liberation, it is therefore necessary to take a stand. It is said that so much fell into a hole where he could not go out alone, Pyrrhon f licited the disciple who refused to take him out and those who helped him, for the first who considered Pyrrhon's situation found no convincing
reason to help him and went his way! The skeptical doubts of the mod conis of David Hume (1711-1776), the skeptical doubt known as courage r are developed from a critique of extreme doubt. In fact, extreme doubt is absurd; it is contradicted by the activities of daily life. Thus, doubts should not apply in everyday daily affairs. On the
other hand, it has a place to question our free beliefs. It shows us that religion and threa have no basis for it. The gods are very imaginary. The cause-and-effect relationship is often just an observed relationship and not a causalit. In fact, for Hume only mathematical mathematics and empirical science are valid. Everything else is just
sophistication and illusions. The mthdics doubt It is Descartes (1596-1650) that presents the doubts of Thist. The purpose of the mtic doubt is to achieve a first security. Since everything I have learned is uncertain, it is preferable to doubt it in order to avoid the error due to decision- Therefore, if apply my reason correctly and doubt
everything I still cover a truth, it will be said to be unmistakable (it will be impossible to doubt). So here we come to I think, so I'm Doubt is therefore an easy way to avoid errors in judgment: a cautionary advice in the use of reason. We see that Descartes does not present a skeptical philosophy: his doubts are radical, but temporary.
Philosophical Doubt Today Doubt is an essential method of philosophy and one of its great strengths. There are so many conflicting beliefs and so many conflicting values in the contemporary world that each of us must exercise caution and caution. Doubt is a tool that gives us against na ves convictions and htive judgments. It therefore
has a place in the sciences as well as in the moral and social lives of ordinary people; it is not the exclusive privilege of philosophers. But philosophers are in some ways the specialists of doubt: they use doubt to challenge common places, preaching and traditional notions of reality. CVM 1997 SCEPTIQUE, adj. and n.A. - PHILOSOPHY
1. (a) EMPL; α) [Corresp. to skepticism A 1 a] Philosopher confessing skepticism. Mr. Synon. Pyrean. Ancient, Greek, ancient skeptics; he's a skeptic. Skeptics neither denied nor confirmed anything (Ac.). There is a true skeptic, which is that nothing is true; and he sticks to the dogmatic (Alain, Proposed, 1932, p. 1080). β) P. ext.
[Corresp. to skepticism A 1 b] Philosopher who denies the possibility of knowledge of the absolute, which refuses to admit anything without critical consideration. Anton. Dogmatic. There was no bigger skeptic than Pascal. Nowhere does he say I know. He does not know the root cause (Barrès, Cahiers, t. 2, 1900, p. 196):1. So we defy
ourselves, and look upon ourselves as truths acquired only to those who have been controlled (...). In all times of philosophy, skeptics have used this rule of common sense to deny the ability to discern the true from the lie... Cournot, Background. 1851, 107.b) Empl. Adj. Which is related to skepticism (see word A and B); which concerns,
supports this doctrine. Skeptical philosophers; maxims, sceptical teds. By penetrating more and more into the knowledge of the outside world (...) one would be led (...) to fall into all the excesses of skeptical schools, and to assume that all the beliefs we believe have of an outer world may well be a fantastic creation of our spirit (Cournot,
Fond. know., 1851, p. 603). It is very much, in this 19th century, to have inaugurated (...) the skeptical rhetoric of pre- and cons; to bring beautifully satanic mockery of universal doubt (Goncourt, Journal, 1891, p. Skeptical doubt. V. doubt B 2.La formula of radical thinking is not:I know nothing (...) but what do I know?? Descartes hasn't
forgotten. He is often credited with having overcome the skeptical doubt, which is only a state by making doubt a method, an action (Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology. Perception, 1945, p. 457).2. [Corresp. to skepticism A 2] (No philosopher) arguing that one cannot attain truth in a particular field or subject. Locke is not skeptical of the
presence of bodies; (...) it relates to the large peripatetic and sensualist family, in which the theory of species and sensitive species had authority of a dogma and the function of giving and explaining the outside world (Cousin, Hist. philos. 182., p. 346). Mr. Synon. incredulous, irreligious; Anton. believers, religious. I, the skeptic, the
distrustful, on whom the eloquence of the pulpit could not bite, I feel that I might be converted by plainsong or the music that originates from it (Goncourt, Journal, 1895, p. 828):2. If my imagination was naturally religious, my mind was skeptical; impartial examiner of the reasons for faith and the reasons for infidelity. (...) to find reasons to
believe superior reasons for not believing: my philosophy was no more foolish and sufficient than that. Chateaubr., Mem., t. 1, 1848, p. 614.B. - Current 1. [Corresp. to skepticism B 1] (Person) who has a sceptical character. Skeptical and worn out. Among skeptics, there is a bitter doubt about their feelings all the time (Goncourt, Journal,
1888, p. 794). Christophe struggled to figure out how much Roussin believed in his socialism. The proof was that he did not believe it, basically: he was too skeptical (Rolland, J.-Chr., Foire, 1908, p. 762).V. pyrrhonian B 2 ex. de Sainte-Beuve. The tone of his conversation was skeptical and disillusioned (G. Leroux, Myst. gul ch., 1907, p.
23). We Jews (...) are skeptical and enthusiastic, we believe in nothing and we always expect something, a dollar, a woman, the rise of oil, the return to Jerusalem, the universal revolution, finally what we call the Messiah (Tharaud, Next year, 1924, p. 286).2. Wo. [Corresp. to skepticism B 2; speaking of a pers.] Who shows skepticism,
distrust or lack of confidence (a) with the truth of a fact. Mr. Synon. defiant, distrustful, suspect; Anton. Gullible. In fact, miracles that leave skeptical. Half believer, half skeptical, the doctor took the files and began to scroll through them. A quick investigation was sufficient to show him that the story was entirely true and dispelled all his
doubts (Verne, 500 million, 1879, p. 13). Some practitioners had been skeptical of the reality of its evil (Proust, Fugit., 1922, p. 545). [Speaking of one aspect of the behavior hum.] It reflects this mistrust. Gesture, you skeptic. I'm afraid (...) that Juliet has someone else in mind, I said. Um? said my aunt interrogatively, with a skeptical pout
and carries his head to the side. No, shit! Why wouldn't she tell me? (Gide,Porte etr.,1909,p. 531). (...) You see... And Demachy, who knows he won't see anything, smiles skeptically, playing with the bottom of his glass (Dorgelès, Wood Cross, 1919, p. 111).b) in terms of the success of a project, the possibility of a result. Mr. Synon.
defiant, distrustful, suspect; Anton. gullible, confident, confident, enthusiastic. To be, to declare himself very skeptical of qqc. [The doctor and intern] seems skeptical of a cure for my poor leg (Verlaine, Corresp., t. 2, 1887, p. 98). My father, all this left him skeptical, he believed more in my future (Céline, Death on Credit, 1936, p. 183).
Strap. Skeptical, adv.,rare. In a skeptical way. Acting, smiling skeptically. The great voices of our skeptically religious or religiously skeptical poets, Goethe, Chateaubriand, Byron, Mickiewicz (Sand, Lélia, 1839, p. 351). Prononc. and Orth.: [s-ptik]. Mr. Homo. Tank. To. ds Ac. Dep. 1694. Etymol. and Hist. 1. 1546 subst. masc. plur.
followers of the Pyrrhon doctrine (Focart, Advertiss. on astrol., p. 7 ds. Gdf Compl.); 1611 adj. related to the doctrine of Pyrrhonians (Cotgr.); 2. 1746 subst. masc. that doubts or influences doubting what is not undoubtedly proven (Diderot, Philosophical Thoughts, XXX ds Philos Works., ed. P. Vernière, p. 27); 1769 adj. (Id., Interview
between d'Alembert and Diderot, ibid., p. 281); 3. 1879 adj. who is distrustful or suspicious of a particular fact, of a result (Verne, loc. cit.). Empr. to gr. σ ε π who observes who thinks; the sceptical philosophers, that is, those who profess to observe, not to affirm anything, by talking about Pyrrhonians. Freg, i'm sorry. Abs. 1,760. Freg. Rel.
verbatim: 19th.: a) 523, b) 1,286; xxes.: (a) 1 597, (b) 1 135. 135.
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